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A Little Background
This year I joined 4 colleagues at my school (Simon 
Kenton in Independence) to organize a Literacy Action 
Team to support teachers in literacy instruction across 
content areas. In an October/November 2019 survey, 
faculty reported that content-level vocabulary was a 
particular area where students struggled.

Our group responded with a 3-Step vocabulary 
strategy: Exposure, Experience, Exhibit that was 
influenced by our reading of Janet Allen’s chapter of 
Adolescent Literacy: Turning Promise into Practice.

Before closing schools due to Covid-19, we had begun 
working with teachers in the Social Studies and Science 
departments to test which strategies work best for our 
kids, as we move toward finding what “vocabulary 
instruction looks like at SKHS”. 

This presentation will discuss the foundation and the 
first step: Exposure. As you read, I hope you will find 
inspiration and activities that support you in 
developing a building-wide approach to vocabulary 
instruction.
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Why Vocabulary Instruction?

When supporting content-area teachers, it was important for us (all English teachers) to keep in mind:

● Students can’t understand what they are reading if they don’t know what the words mean
● Content-Area vocabulary is different than “Tier 2” academic vocabulary we normally teach in 

English (content vocabulary is made up of new concepts and new labels)
● A comprehensive list of all of the vocabulary activities on the internet and in books would not yield 

real results. We needed to work with a small number of teachers and develop a set of targeted tools 
that would work for all and walk  students through the steps of learning new concepts and labels.

● Tools would need to be able to be adapted for each content area and teacher to have the most 
impact on student learning.

The following slides are the research and premise for our approach to vocabulary instruction as part of a 
literacy plan for our school.



The 
Research
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● Many learners stumble at the word level 
(Allen 87)

● Students memorize words and definitions 
for a test, but if they rarely (or never) use 
them, they soon forget those words they 
had memorized (Allen 88).

● “Learning” words for a test doesn’t ensure 
students know them or understand 
concepts they represent

● Goal: Produce students who can read, 
write, and communicate what they know 
using a large reservoir of words.

The Purpose of Vocabulary Instruction



What the Research Shows

Knowledge of word 
meaning is critical to 
success.

Students learn words in a 
variety of ways.

Students learn words 
through wide reading.

Prior 
knowledge/experience 
supports increased 
vocabulary knowledge.

Direct vocabulary 
instruction improves 
comprehension.

Context clues vary in 
degree of “helpfulness” to 
readers.

Knowing a word means 
more than knowing a 
definition for a word.

Repeated exposures to 
words in meaningful 
contexts improves 
comprehension.

Discussion leads to 
vocabulary learning.



● We need to translate research into 
effective, engaging classroom 
practices

● Instructional focus could make a 
difference in
○ Student knowledge
○ Student communication
○ IF we use research-based 

instructional strategies

“We know 
too much to 
say we know 
too little, 
and we know 
too little to 
say we know 
enough”          
      
      -Baumann & Kame’enui, 2003



Teaching 
Strategies for 
Learning Words 
Independently

Fostering Word 
Consciousness

Providing 
Opportunities 
to Engage in 
Reading

4 Components of Word Instruction
Teaching 

Individual 
Words



3 Tiers of Vocabulary

Content-specific 
& specialized in 

a particular 
subject

Tier 3
Rarer words that we 

are expected to 
know to read 
complex texts

Tier 2
“Everyday” words 

that we learn 
through 

conversation.

Tier 1

“mix”
These words are rarely 

taught in class

“hybrid”
These words are often taught 

in English class along with 
roots/test-prep words

“genus”
These words are often taught 
in content classrooms as part 

of learning new concepts



Why the Vocabulary Tiers Matter
All vocabulary words are not created equally. Different tiers are often taught in different classes.

● Tier 2 words are often a part of a study of similar words systematically learned in English classes
○ Greek/Latin root approach words for learning many words based on relationships
○ Lists like ACT/SAT words or Tier 2 vocabulary lists
○ These lists often have examples of use in context (sample sentences) or students create samples
○ When students learn these words, they can understand future readings that might have been previously 

confusing. They are able to comprehend future content they read based on their acquisition of Tier 2 
words.

○ Tier 2 vocabulary acquisition often manifests in speech and written expression as well as increased 
reading comprehension.

● Tier 3 words are often content-specific learned as part of specific units of study in content classes
○ E.g. when students are learning about the digestive system in science class, they will need to know 

words that are specific to that content. As they learn these words, they learn how the relate to the unit 
content they are learning. In learning these words, students are generally mastering content 
simultaneously. 

● All words, nonetheless, are often acquired through similar processes, as the next few slides address.



How 
we 

learn 
words
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What does it mean to know a word?

“I have some 
knowledge of the 
word and can use 

it in limited 
contexts.”

“I’ve never seen 
or heard the 

word.”

“I’ve seen/ 
heard the word, 
but don’t know 
what it means.”

“I know the word: 
multiple 

meanings, uses, 
contexts, and 

forms.”

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

The way we define word knowledge 
affects how we define instruction.



Content Vocabulary = Doubly Difficult

Vocabulary 
words are 
labels for 

known 
concepts.

In content areas, 
students don’t 

know the concepts 
yet, which makes 
learning multiple 
labels difficult.



Must-Haves of All Vocabulary Instruction
Based on the research outlined in slide 5 of this presentation, we developed a “Three E’s” approach (following slides) 
based on what we determined to be the key elements in developing a comprehensive, building-wide vocabulary :

● Direct Instruction
○ It is necessary for students to know they are being taught new words for specific purposes. 
○ Intentional creation of targeted lists is important for the greatest yield.

● Variety of Activities
○ Students learn words in a variety of ways; therefore, presentation of words through various means will have 

the greatest impact on student learning.
○ We need to resist the urge to give students a list on Monday, have them write down definitions during the 

week, and measure with a Friday quiz, especially if those words had no other exposure or experience.
● Wide Reading Experiences

○ Presenting reading passages at all stages of word acquisition has significant impact on student word 
knowledge

● Repeated Exposure
○ Most students will not really know words if we teach them with a “one and done” approach
○ Students need to be introduced to words and have multiple experiences with words to really “get” what they 

mean
● Concept Knowledge

○ If we apply intentional instruction methods, students will learn labels and concepts



04 The 
3 Es

Framework



The 3 Es of Vocabulary Instruction
(In a Gradual Release of Responsibility Model)

Exposure ExhibitExperience
Introduction of 
words through 
high-interest texts 
that teach 
students both 
concepts and 
labels. (I do.)

Students work 
with concepts and 
labels to learn 
relationships 
between words 
and contexts. (We 
do together. You 
do together.)

Students 
demonstrate 
understanding of 
concepts and 
labels through 
assessments. (You 
do alone.)



Instruction that makes 
words meaningful, 
memorable, and useful 
begins with rich, shared 
experiences of reading, 
viewing, and discussing.

Exposure 
Activities

0402

0301
What’s Repeated?

Ideal for bell-ringers, 
particularly for level 2 words

List-Group-Label

Ideal to assess prior 
knowledge and get students 
thinking about relationships

Ideal for students to have 
shared learning of terms at 
the beginning of a unit with 
reading task

Word of the Day Context+ Organizer

Ideal to introduce concepts, 
while students read and 
identify important terms



3 Supports for Enhancing 
Permanent Memory

Multiple Exposures

Deep Processing

Elaboration/Association



Vocabulary instruction 
supported before, during, 
and after content learning 
through multiple 
encounters ensures more 
words find their way into 
students’ permanent 
memories.

Experience 
Activities

0402

0301
Vocabulary Skits

Early experience to apply 
learned content 
immediately

(Portable) Word Walls

References to support 
student learning by 
highlighting and organizing 
specialized vocabulary

Track student learning of 
labels and content 
formatively during unit. 
Ideal for exit slips.

Fill-In-The-Blank Possible Sentences

Provides students with the 
opportunity to demonstrate 
working understanding of 
words. Formative 
assessment.



Assessments should be 
opportunities for students to show 
they have a grasp of words, 
meanings, and contexts.

Meaningful Assessments 
Show Students Understand 
Words



“The belief that we are 
teaching content for 
transfer’s sake rather 
than content for content’s 
sake will influence every 
instructional decision we 
make” (Allen 102).

Exhibit 
Assessments

0403

0201
Another Activity?

Students are given terms to 
use when demonstrating 
concept understanding and 
relationships.

Visual Representation

Students create complex 
images and label to show 
relationships between words.

Students write short 
creative, informational, or 
explanatory texts to 
demonstrate word and 
concept understanding.

Concept Circles Concept “Stories”

Need to add another 
activity-maybe Word of the 
Day goes here too?



05 My 
Classroom 
Practice:
Exposure



Exposure Activities in Action
As part of my Literacy Action Plan in support of my school Literacy Action Team, I worked with a neighbor 
10th grade Social Studies (World Civ) teacher and collected data specifically related to Exposure activities.

Due to school’s closure, I was not able to accumulate as many student samples and I would have liked. 
What I do have follows. At the end of the presentation, there will be links to Google Docs that you can 
copy and adapt for your own uses.

The Exposure activities highlighted here include:

● Word of the Day
● List, Sort, Label
● What’s Repeated
● Context+ Organizer



Teaching Context:

As the Coronavirus began to threaten the 
United States, my students were interested 
in talking about it constantly. However, they 
had been getting most of their knowledge 
from social media and most of their 
conversations were rumor-based. 

Scholastic’s Upfront magazine had an 
informative article published on March 9 
about pandemics. 

Because there were many terms students 
would need to know to understand the 
article, it was a perfect opportunity to get 
them thinking with List-Group- Label.

The following slides demonstrate how it 
worked in my classroom.

List-Group-Label
Steps:

1) Preparing for the lesson, I previewed the article and 
selected words that were essential for students to know 
to understand the content. Some of these were words 
that students likely already knew, which was fine. I 
typed the words in larger print and cut them apart (see 
images on next slide), making one set of words for each 
student group (I used pairs, but 3-4 students could work 
as well depending on your class.)

2) Student groups sorted words into groups - they create 
the groups however they want to based on their 
understanding of the words. I circulated and asked and 
answered questions and encouraged group discussion. 

3) Groups created labels (titles) for the groups of words.
4) Groups shared how they sorted words with the class 

and discussed the differences in their approaches 
(comparing and contrasting).

5) After “activating their schema”, student were ready to 
get the most out of the reading task.

For more info on this activity, visit 
https://www.edutoolbox.org/rasp/2111

https://www.edutoolbox.org/rasp/2111


Sample List
Student pairs were given the words cut up in envelopes. Some 
laid them all out at once and then sorted, while some sorted as 
they removed them from the envelope.

Most of the words were already somewhat familiar. Some 
groups didn’t know certain words and ended up making a 
“Unknown Words” group.

I had tried this activity earlier in the year with Beowulf 
vocabulary, which was made up mostly of Tier 2 words. 
Because those words weren’t part of a process or concept, 
students mostly grouped them in “positive,” “negative,” and 
“neutral” categories. It was a learning experience for me, and we 
learned a bit about connotation that day.

The following slide shows a common sort that took place in my 
Senior English classes. I always try to encourage my students to 
make 3-4 groups. Of course I usually try the activity first to see 
how many groups I make as to not just have an arbitrary 
number.



Student Sample - Senior English
Most student pairs 
created a group that 
referred to spread. Some 
put the word “pandemic” 
or “contagious” in this 
group as well.

Student pairs also 
created word groups that 
related to the response 
to disease spread.

Some student pairs put 
many of these words in 
the “spread” grouping if 
they didn’t create this 
group that was specifically 
related to disease.

Every time I’ve done this 
activity (including as a 
student), my group always 
had a list of words that 
didn’t seem to fit 
anywhere. This 
“miscellaneous” group 
often has unknown words 
as well.



Teaching Context:

Students were conducting self-directed 
research. Because most of my students find 
their information on social media, I knew 
they needed some instruction on gathering 
credible sources.

I chose “credible” as a word of the day to set 
the context for the lesson and to focus their 
research on reliable sources.

This was not necessarily a new word for 
many of my students, but they were able to 
gain knowledge of relationships between 
words and apply their word knowledge to 
the concept of research.

The following slides show how the activity 
worked out in my classes.

Word of the Day
Steps:

1) In preparing for the lesson, I chose the word of the day 
and made ½ sheet organizers for students to use.

2) Upon arriving to class, students were given the 
organizer and a couple of minutes to complete as much 
of the organizer as they could based on the knowledge 
they already had about the word.

a) With my collaborative class, my co-teacher and I 
found that we needed to give more specific 
instruction on the “related word”, emphasizing 
that students should think of other words that 
included “cred”.

3) We used a think-pair-share strategy for students to 
discuss their thinking in small groups and then with the 
whole class.

4) Students then applied their understanding of credibility 
to evaluating their sources while researching. At the end 
of the day’s work, students defended their source 
selections by evaluating the source’s credibility.



This sample is from a student in my collaborative 
English 4 class. Like many in his group, he chose 
related words that related to connotation until my 
co-teacher and I gave instruction related to the root 
“cred”.

This sample is from a student in my “college-ready” English 4 class. 
Notice how both samples seem to get the point of what it means to be 
credible based on how they are defining and explaining in the bottom 

squares. It’s not important that students can write a dictionary definition, 
but that they are able to express meaning accurately.

Student Samples - Senior English



Teaching Context:

The 10th grade Social Studies teacher next 
door to me reported that her students were 
struggling to really understand complex and 
crucial concepts in World Civilization class. 
She tried having students use the Context+ 
Organizer for the concept of “communism,” 
a concept that many students associated 
with negative government systems but 
didn’t understand. 

She paired the organizer with a selected 
reading from Karl Marx’s Communist 
Manifesto.

The following slides show the students’ 
thinking and understanding of communism 
during the activity.

Context+ Organizer
Steps:

1) In preparing for the lesson, the teacher copies the 
context organizer and reading selection for each 
student.

2) At the beginning of class, students filled in the 4 boxes 
with their prior knowledge: “What I know…”,  “I 
associate this word with…”, “Word Parts”, and “What I 
want to know”.

3) After students read and annotated the selection from 
the Communist Manifesto, they added information from 
the “Information from Context” box and discussed in 
small group and as a class what they had learned about 
the concept of communism.

4) Students then worked together as a class to write a 
target word definition that they could all agree on.

5) Extension: After the activity, the teacher used the 
Concept Circles “Exhibit” assessment to check 
understanding and make a plan for reteaching.



Student Samples - 10th Grade History
Students read on their own and worked collaboratively to share 
thinking and generate definitions they could use to understand 
content. They then demonstrated their understanding individually 
with a quick formative assessment.



Teaching Context:

What’s repeated is an activity that allows 
students to read a passage and determine 
what words are important to know to 
understand the concept.

Often we give students a passage and tell 
them to highlight or underline words that 
are unfamiliar. However, sometimes 
students either know all of the words or end 
up generating a list of words that are not 
related to the concept.

Using “What’s Repeated” allows students to 
design the “vocabulary list” related to a 
concept that teachers can augment, leading 
to content mastery.

What’s Repeated?
Steps:

1) In preparing for this activity, it is important that the 
teacher preview and choose a reading selection that 
has a bunch of terminology students will need to know 
to understand the content. Informative texts that 
describe processes or events are particularly suited to 
this activity rather than literary passages. This activity 
might also be paired with a Word of the Day, 
List-Sort-Label,  or Context+ reading passage. 

2) Students read through the text and look for 
words/terms are repeated and seem important to know. 
(Some students will need to know that they are looking 
for words that pop up frequently, but not words like 
“and” or “the”.)

3) Students share with small groups the words they 
highlighted and generate a list for the whole class 
together.

4) The teacher adds words that students might have 
missed and follows up with a Sort-Label or Context+ to 
help students create definitions for words important for 
the concept they are learning.



06 Final 
Thoughts



Variety of Activities, Multiple Exposures
Exposure activities often take place at the beginning of class and last no more than 10 minutes, but are 
more than mere “bell ringer” activities that are disconnected from the rest of the day’s lessons.

The activities outlined here are a sampling of Exposure activities can that quickly be implemented into 
vocabulary instruction to increase student comprehension and concept/content mastery.

These activities are not designed to exist in isolation, but are a component of systematic vocabulary 
instruction as part of a comprehensive literacy plan in a school.

Exposures to words should be reinforced with multiple student experiences and relevant assessment to 
determine student understanding of word relationships and content/concepts.



Resources
Janet Allen’s vocabulary books are tremendous resources. Refer to Tools for Teaching Academic 
Vocabulary (2014); Words, Words, Words (1999), Inside Words (2007), and More Tools for Teaching Content 
Literacy (2008).

I’ve created Google documents of the exposure activities discussed in this presentation. Links to files are 
below. To use the files on your own, follow the links and click “File” and “Make a Copy” to save it to your 
own Google Drive.

● Editable Word of the Day organizer: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l96YdF23t4VIPjrnIgJkjzhSlF59uP3QD7OoEKbA_3k/edit?us
p=sharing

● Editable Context+ Organizer: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18m7klOzPn07D3HLsT-VNDzTUpRY89nlCIFK_Oyaj9wY/edit
?usp=sharing

●  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l96YdF23t4VIPjrnIgJkjzhSlF59uP3QD7OoEKbA_3k/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l96YdF23t4VIPjrnIgJkjzhSlF59uP3QD7OoEKbA_3k/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18m7klOzPn07D3HLsT-VNDzTUpRY89nlCIFK_Oyaj9wY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18m7klOzPn07D3HLsT-VNDzTUpRY89nlCIFK_Oyaj9wY/edit?usp=sharing


“Students who do not have a facility 
for interpreting and using language 

will become the adults who have 
been left behind” (Allen 104). 



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, 
including icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik. 

Please keep this slide for attribution.

Thanks for 
Reading

Feel free to email any questions or 
comments to me:

tamara.cady@kenton.kyschools.us

I hope to see you next year!
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